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Abstract
Calculations have been carried out to determine V—,
characteristics ofextratorrestial v sources that could 1:
observed in a high energy (>I TeV) neutrino detector
(I)MMAND) given an adequate source intensity. Measureable
quantities sugh as <y> and the ratio of muon-less to
muon-containing events can, potentially, reveal source char-
acteristics such as charge state (matter or anti-matter),
density, and local particle spectrum. Comparisons are made
with the flvv
	
atmospheric v's including the effects of
prompt v',.•
I. Introduction
We have considered the question of what one could
learn from observations of cosmic neutrino sources. We will
imagine an arbitrarily good detector with adequate numbers
or events to observe both the spatial coordinates of the in-
teraction and separately, the muon energy and the energy
s	 of the sum of the electromagnetic anll hadronic cascades.
We thus assume a DIMIAND-type detector ) capable of measuring
total energy and y-value (y = 1 - Fu/Ev) for, charged current
muon-neutrino(v and n ) interactions, and the cascade energy
alone for all n^_ Iutralµcurrent interact-ions. Such a. detector
will produce a.• effective y-distribution with a spike at
y = l cont; i._.liig all neutral-current events and electron-
neutrino(Ve and 1^e)interactions. The detector thus observes
distributions of events in time; angle, visible energy and
effective y-value. The question then is, given some postu-
lated'source, what can these observations yield? Obviously
a great amount of information .resides in the source direction,
spectrum, and intensity. The neutrino quantum numbers and
their relative source abundances also carry information. It
is this latter subject that v want to examine particularly
herein. We might add that while .
 we v:ill discuss several dis-
crete quantities individually, in practice one would do a
simultaneous multidimensional arialysis of the data in ordc.r
r
to extract the maximal amount of information.
Since we do not know how cloa.rly a sit;! =al
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also examine the characteristics of tho atmospheric neutrino
background for that source (ie. <y>, etc.). Unfortunately
the atmospheric neutrino flux calculations are more difficult,
and in some ways uncertain, owing to the cascading of parti-
cles in the atmosphere and nucleon-nucleus effects. In fact,
probably because of these complications no one, to our knowl-
edge, has believably calculated the ratio of	 in the cos-
mic rays observed at the earth's surface. (They usually get a
value higher than that observed and make an ad hoc subtrac-
tion to fit the data. See References 2-4 for examples.)
However, we can use this data to adjust our model for inclu-
sive production and thereby produce more accurate neutrino to
anti-neutrino ratios.
II. Secondary Particle Production
In order to calculate the various ratios of interest
v /v	 etc.) we must begin by considering the equiva-
lent spectNl of parent particles, namely n's and K's, We
want to parametrize these ratios as functions of energy, angle
(in the case of atmospheric decays), the spectrum and composi-
tion of primary particles, and the composition of the target
medium.
First let us consider the inclusive distributions of
secondaries. We will be concerned with the kinematic region
in which scaling holds quite well as demonstrated by accelera-
tor data at equivalent primary energies up to 2 TeV. 5) We can
write the invariant cross section
E	 d3a ,: = xs	 d2a	 (1)s
dp'3	 tt dxsdp2
where xs (Feynman x) is p /E; p , py, and Es are the secondarrr
longitudinal and transverse momsnta and energy, respectively;
E is the primary energy; and the secondary can be n f, K t , p
or n.
TI_.: cross section has been parameterized in terms of
the xr variable,which is a slightly better choice in terms of
early obeyance to scaling. 5) However, the two x's approach
each other in the limit of /g/p,4 m , which will obtain for our
calculations. These cross sections have been parameterized
in terms of the transverse momentum, p 1 , as well (references
6 & 7). We can, however, perform the integral over p2;
oa dp2 	 d2a	 tr (1_xs ^ nsAsms Po dp2/ms
il	 dxsdp2	 Xs	 J r l	 p,114
L ^J
(2)
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where the values for the constants (As,ms,ns ) are taken from
Reference 7.	 Now if the primary cosmic ray flux call be repre-
sented by appower law spectrum, KE - Y, over our energy range
(and it can8 ),	 we can write:
dis
KEsy as faxY- 2 (l.x) nsdx - KE Y. Zs	 (g)
dEs P
Where Z	
Ds
s 
- o
P
I' (ns +1) r ( Y-I)
r (ns+y )
(4)
and op is the -total inelastic cross section.
We can calculate these weight functions, Z , immedi-
ately. There are several items we must account forsthough:
The primary cosmic rays are not purely protons;
there are also small amounts of helium and heavier
nuclei $ ). If we make the assumption that the nu-
cleons act independently and that we can superpose
the results, then we must weight the appropriate in-
variant cross sections according to the neutron con-
tent. Interactions involving primary heavy nuclei
produce lower ratios of µ+/µ- and v /v than inter-
actions involving only protons. The neutron con-
tent of the cosmic Wiation is about 10% (with an
upper limit of 150) . The target nuclei in the
earth's atmosphere are, of course, air nuclei but
may be protons or heavier nuclei for extraterres-
tial sources. There remains a significant question
as to the effect of the dependence of the x distri-
bution on target atomic weight (A). The general
trend is for similar multiplicities when the data are
plotted in terms of the average number (g) of colli-
sions a particle would undergo in traversing a nu-
cleus of atomic number A10):
g os
A-- / a	 (5)
Also there is evidence that in the low x region the
A dependence is stronger than otherwise, the trend
noin6•/Sor a nearly linear,A deE^nftice near x-0 and
an A"	 dependence near x - 1. 1	 There is some
suppression, per nucleon, of the leading particle
production in nucleon collisions with heavy nuclei.
In order to account for this effect we have added,
arbitrarily, to the slope of the x distributions (ns ) a cor-
u
sea
rection that would produce an A dependence of .07 less than
linear at an x-.2, the region to which we are most sensitive.
This slope change has the appropriate effect because it gives
lesser weight to the high x region where we know from accele-
rators that the +/- ratios are large. The slope correction
is applied to nm and Kf inclusive weights equally without
much justification experimentally, except that it does enable
us to produce reasonable values for the µ+/µ- ratio as a
function of energy. Lamentably, the input data on inclusive
cross sectps are the weakest part of the calculations we
have done. 11 As more data become available from future
accelerator experiments it will be an easy matter to refine
the results.
III. Neutrino Flux Ratios and y-Values
The calculationai scheme is indicated in Figure 1.
For the atmospheric fluxes we use the "standard" diffusion
equation approach (as given in many references, eg. 14,15,4).
Por extraterrestial netitrino production We assume a cosmic-
ray fiux with the standard 8) spectral index (2.7) and compo-
sitioh impinging on a production medium that is sufficiently
tehUbd§ such that no secondary cascading takes place, and
such that all secondaries have sufficient time to decay,
P << Pn	
T
= mcintNo (nucleons/cm 3 )	 (6)
s s
The maximum density (pn) permitting 10 TeV pions to
decay will be about 8 x 10 17 nucleons/cm3 , given m =140 MeV,
interaction length, kint=73 gm/cm2 ; Avogadros Numter No, the
speed of light, b, and proper lifetime rs. This density is
very high on an astrophysical scale and will onlv exist in
close proximity to condensed objects (e.g: quasar cores).
For dbnsities greater than this, the neutrino production per
cosmic-ray proton decreases; with Vey v production falling
drastibally when hiUon decay is inhibited. The probability
for niuon decay is controlled by the energy loss rate
dE
dx = a+bEµ
	 (7)
where a ^-_ 2-4 MeV gm- 1cm2 16) and b —1 (4-1) x 10-6 gm Icm2)16)
depending on the target medium (the second values are for
hydrogen). At number densities
4
Y
P >> P = Noklµ	 c TP E4
4n[l + bEµ/a]
b (8)
5muons will not haveuffiicient flight time for decay. This
corresponds to ^ 1020/cm3 for 10 TeV muons. Thus neutrino
production will probably occur in regions where all secon-
daries, including muons, will decay, resulting in nearly
equal numbers of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos as well as
electron-neutrinos at about half the intensity of muon neu-
trinos (instead of an almost negligible fraction, as from the
atmosphere).
The calculated ratios of the various fluxes are
shown in Table I for a neutrino energy of 10 TeV. 17) They
are normalized to the muon-neutrino flux. we assume a neu-
tron to proton ratio of 0,11 and a primary cosmic ray spec-
tral index of y = 2.7, but the results insensitive to 100
changes in these values. Prompt ("direct") production is
also shown, assuming equal fluxes of all 4 types of neutrinos
result from this process.
In order to calculate observables we must utilize a
neutri o interaction model. We have employed a sJ,mple quark
modell ) with sea quarks, and proper account of the inter-
mediate vector boson (mw = 84 GeV) propagator to calculate
differential cross sections as functions of y and Ev i (the
sum of charged lepton and hadronic energies). Aside Trom the
obvious observables of angle and energy dependence, we show
in Table I the expected average y-value (<y>), and the ratio
(R) of events with y < 1 to those with apparent y = 1. The
y = 1 events consist of ve and °ve charged-current events
binned by total energy as well as all neutral-current events
binned according to transferred (hadronic) energy. we assume
that hadronic and electromagnetic cascades superpose and that
one observes a single cascade of the suimned energies. One
sees from the Table that <y> is probably a difficult parame-
ter to use for discriminating between various sources. In
Figure 2 we present the energy dependence of <y>. One can
see that the best discrimination between cosmic and atmos-
pheric fluxes occurs for E. 4 10 TeV. Above 10 TeV, the
propagator effect reduces all average y-values, causing them
to converge. Notice that the angular dependence of <y> for
atmospherically produced neutrinos is very slight (though the
flux itself changes dramatically with angle).
One might also ask if the <y> for extraterrestial v
sources would differ were the neutrinos produced by anti- t
matter cosmic rays striking anti-matter targets.	 The answer
is unfortunately no, or at least only slightly. 	 The reason
is that one gets equal numbers and energies of v
	
and v
	
from 1
r a p 4 a decays.
	
[The leading pion effects which carry 17
4 information about, the projectile charge state only appear
significantly in the ve to ve flux ratio,] r
'• t The most interesting parameter that we have investi-
t gated is R, the ratio of muon containing (y<1) to muonless(y = 1) events, as shown in Table I.
	
This ratio ranges from
R	 > 10 for atmospheric neutrinos,whieh at fixed visible
• YRY
a6
' energy are dominated by vp , charged-current interactions, to
s RP	 < 1 for prompt neutrino production, which is dominated by
the apparent ya1 charged-current events from v e
 and ve plus
all neutral current interactions.	 Tau-neutrinos would make
RP even smaller.	 Happily, in this instance, the hypothesized
extraterrestial flux produces a distinctive result, R x = 1.99
at 10 TeV.
	
It varies slowly wi `, energy, being 1.95 at
1 TeV, and 2.13 at 100 TeV. 	 M	 over, largely due to the
difference in the total cross sec.L:ions forve and De,
	
this
value does reflect the source charge state, becoming Rxa2.20
at 10 TeV for antimatter
	
sources.	 We thus have a way, in
principle at least, of determining directly the matter state
of distant neutrino sources, a question of enormous import,
' particularly in the light of recent cosmological models which
suggest that total universal baryon number may be,zeio, with
matter-antimatter separation on the scale of supe1 clusters
of galaxies.	 Photnns (because of their indetermj.nate
C state) cannot carry that information, and there is probably
a: no other way of directly observing antimatter at great dis-
tances.
	
[The antimatter cosmic-ray component reaching us from
other clusters of galaxies is smaller than the secondary anti-
matter epsmic.16.y component produced by cosmic-ray interactions
i.n our galaxy.	 ] the critical nature of such a result makes
further calculations, including detector characteristics and
physics input variations, well worth pursuing in order to
assess the potential sensitivity of instruments to that and
other features of neutrino sources.
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TABL$ T.
Comparison of Measureable Characteristics of Neutrino Sources
at 10 TeV Visible Energy. See Text for Explanation.
Relative Fluxes Observables
Source
ve ve
Ang
Distr Yv <y> R-
N(y<l)
"µ vµ
Atmosphere 1.0 .45 .05 .04 -secs 3.7 .39 > 10
Extraterrestial 1.0 1.0 .49 .34 Point 2.7 .37 1.19
Extraterrestial, 1.0 1.0 .34 .49 Point 2.7 .37 2.20
Antimatter
Prompt 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Coast. 2.7 .34 < 1
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Figure 2
	
	 Calculated average	  ,;•• • value versus neutrino
energy for various sources. as discussed in
the text.
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